SETUP INSTRUCTIONS

Kitchen Specifications:

The 30 second Kitchen by Piranha Off Road
Products has been proudly designed and
manufactured in Australia for use in Australian
Touring conditions.

Weight:
Length:
Extended Length:
Extended length
inc. fridge slide:

2150mm

1. The kitchen needs to be mounted to a fridge slide,
the design has been based on a Piranha 40Lt
Fridge Slide, but may fit other brands.

Height:
Height inc. base:
Bench Area:
Extendable Legs:

450mm
530mm
700x450mm
650mm to1150mm

Empty shelf:

340(L)x115(D)x125(H)mm

Additional Weight:

10kg MAX

Includes:

3. If it is an older style Piranha slide or another brand
it will need to be drilled and bolted to slide. Place
Kitchen on left side of slide with base plate on slide
and drill through base plate through Fridge slide
and bolt up using 4 X M6 bolts and nuts supplied.
4. If it is an older style Piranha
fridge slide you will need to
use the template provided to
drill a 6mm hole into the face
of the existing fridge slide,
deburr and paint and then
bolt stud provided with dome
nut. To test, after Kitchen
fitted, locate door onto
stud.
5. You will need a clearance of 150mm between the
fridge slide and door opening to enable the kitchen
to operate
6. Please note a Piranha Fridge slide is rated to
130Kg load so make sure when using another
brand it is rated to a minimum of 100Kg.
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Mounts snugly beside fridge
Simple 30 second set-up

x Cups
x Plates
x Dinner Plates
x Bowls
piece cutlery set
x Single gas burner

Complete with plates, cutlery & burner
Allows full access to fridge
Well secured when not in use

Mounts to Passenger side

Drain holes

WARNING
The combined EXTRA weight recommended for
the 30 Second Kitchen is a permanent 5Kg and
a transient 5Kg to the tray when unfolded,
making a total of 10Kg of additional weight.
Above these weights will affect the
performance and void the warranty.

Solid slide action

Designed
& Made
in Australia

WARRANTY
This product has a national warranty against faulty workmanship
or materials and will be repaired or replaced. 2 YEAR period from
date of purchase. The warranty is extended to the original
purchaser and a copy of the receipt is required if making a claim.
The product will need to be returned to Piranha Off Road at your
expense and the repaired or replacement will be returned to you,
at Piranha expense. The warranty does not extend to misuse,
abuse or after sales damage. This warranty is in addition to any
conditions or warranties imposed or implied by any laws in force in
Australia.

The 30 Second Kitchen produced by Piranha Off Road
Products will provide you with years of trouble free
service, and is backed by a 2 year warranty (see warranty
statement on back) and years of experience.
4/383 Dorset Road, Boronia 3155
Ph: 9762 1200 www.piranhaoffroad.com.au
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2. If it is the latest 40Lt Piranha Fridge slide it has
been pre drilled to mount the Kitchen to the slide.

25kg
710mm
1400mm

After travelling to Cape York in
2010 with 14 camper trailers the
one thing we were envious of was a
quick to set up kitchen space, a
feature on all the trailers.
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0 seconds

5 seconds

The kitchen is securely
mounted to the Piranha
40L fridge slide beside the
fridge, which is normally
"wasted" space.

12 months later the 30 Second
Kitchen was born, suitable for most
4WD set ups with space for a 40L
fridge.

The fridge slide is
unlocked, and both fridge
and kitchen slide out
together easily on the
piranha heavy duty
runners.

Tested in 2011 through the harsh environment of Australia's
centre, the 30 Second Kitchen is a dream come true. Easily set up
with cutlery, cups, plates and cooker now easily accessible!
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10 seconds
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20 seconds

The kitchen is unclipped
from the fridge slide and
then is slid out past the
fridge.

The kitchen bench is
opened and secured to the
fridge slide with locating
pin and bracket.

25 seconds
The kitchen legs are
extended and secured in
place to height needed.
If ground is uneven, the
legs can be adjusted to
different lengths.

A heavy duty slide rail is
used for ease of operation
and long life.
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30 seconds

Flood planes south of Lake Eyre - June 2011

Set-up your kitchen in 30 seconds with simple slide mounted action - adjustable legs to set-up anywhere!

